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DICK’S SPORTING GOODS OPEN 
 
ROUND 1 INTERVIEW 
June 23, 2023         
 
BRETT QUIGLEY  ( -4) 
 
 
Q.  Obviously kind of feels like a really good early start for you, you kind of continued 
that round. What was working right for you throughout this round? 
 
BRETT QUIGLEY:  It's always more fun when you make putts. Started out birdieing the first 
two so that set the tone. Playing nice. A little sloppy today, but making a lot of birdies so 
that's normally a good thing for me. 
 
Q.  What do you think you need to clean up going forward? 
 
BRETT QUIGLEY:  I've got to drive it a little better. The back nine was pretty sloppy, I didn't 
find many fairways. So I'll work on that on the range this afternoon and see if I can clean that 
obviously. 
 
Q.  Obviously seeking your first win this season. Early in the weekend, but you've got 
to like where you stand.  
 
BRETT QUIGLEY:  Yeah, the scores, I mean, JoJo's playing well, he was right behind me 
so I was watching that. But yeah, 4 under or better certainly the first day, I'm very happy. 
And Al's close and Al can fill us in on all the good scoop. 
 
Q.  Excuse me? 
 
BRETT QUIGLEY:  Hi, Al. 
 
Q.  Why was it so easy out there? 
 
BRETT QUIGLEY:  Because I was just thinking about your game the whole day. 
 
Q.  Is that what it was? 
 
BRETT QUIGLEY:  Yeah, it just kind of frees me up. 
 
Q.  So does the chicken parm?  
 
BRETT QUIGLEY:  Absolutely. 
 
Q.  That rain, it sprinkled a little bit and we expected that more throughout the 
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weekend. Does that affect your game at all? 
 
BRETT QUIGLEY:  They did the right thing moving the tee times up today. Looked like it 
was going to sock in there for a little while, about an hour ago. Thankfully it just went around 
us or broke up, so we got lucky. Yeah, we're all looking at that this whole weekend, 
especially hoping to get all the rounds in. 
 


